Wanted: Technology-oriented vegetation ecologist (f/m) with several years of professional
experience
E.C.O. Institute of Ecology is a research-oriented engineering office in the field of nature conservation, protected area
management and vegetation ecology. We work nationally and internationally for nature conservation in the 21st century
(www.e-c-o.at). For the further development of our team in the field of Nature – Physiographic Survey, Evaluation and
Planning we are currently looking for an experienced vegetation ecologist (f/m).

As a basic requirement you bring along:


Completed studies at master level (ecology, botany, possibly forestry or with a botanical-vegetation science
focus)



Several years of professional and practical experience in scientific and applied (vegetation) ecological projects



Excellent knowledge of species, good "off-road" and mapping experience (monitoring, habitat mapping, alpine
pasture mapping, forest mapping)



Very good knowledge and practical experience in the field of vegetation ecological methods (monitoring
technology, remote sensing (UAVs), vegetation statistics, phytosociological evaluations, GIS analysis and
modelling)



Excellent written and spoken English and proven scientific publication activity

In addition, you are keen to formulate your own research interests and develop new fields of application for vegetation
ecology work. You are highly motivated, enjoy working in a team and can inspire others for your ideas.
We offer you a permanent position, the opportunity to develop in an exceptional team, a salary according to the
Collective Agreement Engineering Offices and Consulting (minimum salary according to Collective Agreement
Application Group IV: 2,403 €) and an attractive, inspiring working environment at the Lakeside Campus Klagenfurt.
Please apply only if you meet the requirements listed above. We make long-term plans and invite you to apply even if
you can only start working in the medium term. The advertisement will remain open until we have found a suitable new
colleague (m/f). Please send your detailed application documents or any queries you may have to Caroline Fiedler
(fiedler@e-c-o.at).
Thank you for your interest in working for E.C.O.!

Mag. Dr. Michael Jungmeier
Klagenfurt, 4.2.2020
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